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Abstract
Shape memory polymers (SMPs) are smart materials that can respond to certain thermal,
chemical or electrical stimuli by inducing a structural conformation change into a temporary
shape. In this work, a 3D printing process based on a Vat Photo-polymerization of a shape
memory polymer (SMP) was investigated to produce customized smart and complex
morphable antennas. The mechanical and material properties were examined through a
tensile, flexural and rheological testing for different polymer mixture ratios. It was observed
that the combination of 20% of an elastomeric resin in a thermoset UV system yields the
highest shape recovery performance. The fabrication process of the antenna was based on
the incorporation of a conductive material. The approach involved the inclusion of a thin
copper electroplating technique. The radiofrequency performance of the fabricated antenna
was examined by a vector network analyzer (VNA) and it was observed that a thermal stimulus
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was capable of inducing a conformal shape on the antenna, resulting in a multi-radio
frequency morphing system. The antenna performance was simulated in Ansys HFSS.
Keywords
4D printed shape memory polymer; vat photo-polymerization; modeling; morphing structures;
electroplating

1. Introduction
With the growth of new materials and new manufacturing techniques, additive manufacturing
(also known as 3D printing), shows the potential as a useful manufacturing technique for both new
and traditional materials. Additive manufacturing offers several advantages over traditional
manufacturing, specifically in producing parts at a reduced cost, with complex geometries, and a
diversity of materials [1-3]. Additive manufacturing techniques fall into seven main categories that
can be used to process different materials from ceramics, to metals, polymers, and composites [46]. One specific additive manufacturing technique for polymers is vat photopolymerization (VPP),
which includes stereolithography (SLA), and digital light processing (DLP) technologies. In the case
of VPP, a stage (on the z-axis) moves into a vat of liquid photopolymer resin, where a light source
photo-crosslinks the resin to harden it. The motorized stage then moves up (or down) for the next
layer of the object to be irradiated until the entire part is built in a layer-by-layer fashion. The main
difference between DLP and SLA techniques is that SLA printers utilize a laser as the light source
compared to a light-emitting diode (LED) or digital projection as the light source in DLP printers [7].
Of the wide range of materials available for additive manufacturing, smart materials (specifically
shape memory polymers), are of specific interest. Unlike common materials, smart materials exhibit
non-static material properties that can be used for sensing and actuation functions [8]. Smart
materials can be responsive to various stimuli including: thermal, magnetic, electrical, and light
stimuli [9]. Shape memory polymers are a class of these smart materials, and possess the ability to
recover a permanent shape from a temporary fixed shape. In cases where weight and compactness
are of the utmost importance, shape memory polymers can offer weight and space savings
compared to traditional materials. In the aerospace industry, shape memory polymers are
investigated for the fabrication of large deployable booms, and antennas for in-flight vehicles [10,
11].
Possessing the ability to shift between a temporary and a permanent shape, shape memory
polymers can be used in the fabrication of antennas, where deployable and reconfigurable
structures can save space, and elicit different radio frequency behavior. Jape et al created an
origami based antenna that utilized shape memory polymer hinges to create a “self-foldable”
reflector antenna [12]. The use of shape memory polymers as composite hinges for deployable truss
structures has also been investigated, and often utilizes the rigidity of other materials to make a
functional part [13, 14]. Furthermore, Ze et al. fabricated a helical antenna of magnetic-responsive
shape memory polymers that could morph into different patterns that tune the antenna resonance
frequency from 2.15 to 3.26 GHz [15].
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Thermally-stimulated shape memory polymers are able to recover the permanent shape, often
set during the manufacturing of the part. To apply a secondary shape, the part is heated above its
transition temperature, often associated with the glass transition temperature (Tg) of the material,
followed by an external load to induce deformation. Once the deformation is applied, the part can
be cooled below its transition temperature under the constant load. Once the system is cooled the
load can be removed, and the deformed part is in a stable secondary shape. In the absence of an
external load, the part will revert back to its permanent shape once heated again above its transition
temperature. This process is often referred to as a thermal “shape recovery cycle” and is used in
both the actuation of SMP (Shape Memory Polymer) structures, and to characterize their behavior
[11, 16, 17].
Although shape memory polymers can be prepared using various methods, recent efforts have
been concentrated on their production via additive manufacturing. The conjunction of shape
memory polymers and additive manufacturing has resulted in what is commonly known as 4D
printing. Multiple works have shown the use of commercially available shape memory polymers
intended for use in injection molding applications as feedstock for thermoplastic additive
manufacturing techniques [18-20]. In the case of vat polymerization, shape memory polymers have
been formulated using different monomer units. Shape memory polymer formulations for vat
polymerization techniques include precursors such as: polycaprolactone [21], epoxy acrylates [22],
tert-butyl acrylate [23], and more [24, 25]. In fact, Inverardi et al observed the shape memory effect
in a commercially available photopolymer resin [26]. Here, they found the photopolymer resin Clear
GPCL-04 (Formlabs, Somerville, MA, USA) exhibited a shape recovery ratio of 98-99%, on a broad
transition temperature range (from 40 to 100°C) on the printed material.
Additional work on this field has displayed structures with morphing capabilities representing a
smart platform for future actuating mechanical/biomedical devices, as well as elements to filter
vibrations and acoustic noises [27, 28]. A study performed by Zolfafharian et al [29] showed that the
incorporation of a topological optimization on printed soft actuators can provide structures with a
favorable internal architecture and an efficient performance. An extensive modeling work has also
been carried out on the morphing capabilities of printed shape memory polymers to engineer novel
design with customized functionalities and applications [27, 28]. Similarly, a preceding modeling
work based on FEA, numerical, and analytical has been performed on shape memory polymers
assisted by a vascular thermal mechanism to provide morphing structures [30-32]. These efforts
have provided an optimization platform in terms of fixity and recovery.
For the fabrication of electrically functional components, polymer metalization seems to be a
promising approach to produce conductive polymers. Various scientific works have concentrated
on the integration of printed polymers and conductive metals. The addition of carbon nanotubes
(CNT) to polymer blends has been widely examined for the printing process of conductive polymers
[33-36]. However, this approach ultimately results in relatively poor conductance of the resulting
polymer blend. The performance of these composites can vary, ranging in electrical conductivity
from 1.6 × 10⁻² to 81 S/m [37].
Another approach to create conductive polymer parts fabricated via 3D printing is the deposition
of conductive metals onto the surface. Electroless deposition of copper ions has been investigated
by multiple researchers [38-41]. This approach results in a thin layer of metal ions deposited on the
surface of the parts. Lee et al [41] showed that the incorporation of an electrodeposited metal layer
on the surface of the polymer can result in a conductivity of 3.8 × 105 S/cm. A similar approach
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consists of using standard electroplating baths to deposit copper on the surface. Here, the surface
of the polymer parts must first be made of a semi-conductive phase that can be achieved by using
some form of conductive ink or coating. This technique was carried out by Angel et al. by using a
semi conductive filament, followed by electroplating copper onto the surface [42].
The present work aims to harness the advantages of additive manufacturing and shape memory
materials for the design of functional electromagnetic components. To achieve this, a variety of VPP
polymer resins blends were investigated to determine the optimal blend for printing a shape
memory polymer. An additional metallization of this shape memory polymer was carried out to
determine if the printed shape memory polymers could behave as conductors. Finally, several
antennas were manufactured and examined for the feasibility of this approach to fabricate
functional antennas using additive manufacturing. The combination of these previous approaches
represents a novel manufacturing process where a SMP is manufactured by a VPP technology
followed by a controlled metallic coating to yield a smart lightweight antenna. At the present no
morphing antennas have been studied throughout the specific procedure addressed in this work.
The purpose of this research program is to create smart antennas for addressing multi-band
operation, impedance matching, and pattern synthesis via real-time reconfiguration. This could lead
to cost and space savings in applications where multiple antennas are normally needed to cover
each band.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Materials and Methods
For this work, a commercially available methacrylate photopolymer resin, Clear RS-F2-GPCL-04
(Formlabs, Somerville, MA, USA) was utilized as the basis for investigation. While this material
exhibits the thermal shape memory effect, it possesses a rather brittle behavior both at room
temperature and elevated temperature [26]. To mitigate the brittleness of this material, an
elastomeric acrylate photopolymer resin, Elastic RS-F2-ELCL-01, (Formlabs) was blended with the
Clear resin to improve upon the brittle behavior. Overall, five resin mixtures were examined, with
the mass fraction of Elastic material in each mixture ranging from 0 (100% Clear resin) to 0.4 (60%
Clear, 40% Elastic). Each mixture was mixed with a laboratory stand mixer for 5 minutes, and then
placed in an ultrasonic bath for 60 minutes at 40°C.
Following the mixing, all resin mixtures were printed on a Form 2 SLA 3D printer (Formlabs,
Somerville, MA, USA). Print files were prepared using the provided PreForm software, and all prints
were conducted using the printer’s “open-mode” at a layer height of 100 μm. After printing, the
samples were washed in isopropyl alcohol (IPA) for ten minutes, and allowed to fully dry. Then parts
were placed in an ultraviolet curing chamber (Formlabs) and post cured for 20 minutes at 60°C
following the protocol established by the supplier [43].
2.2 Thermal and Mechanical Testing
To investigate the mechanical performance of the manufactured samples, both uniaxial tensile
and flexural tests were used. Both tests were conducted on a minimum of four samples to
determine a statistical average and standard deviation. Both tests were also conducted at room
temperature, on a universal testing instrument (Instron 5967) equipped with a load cell and moving
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cross-head. Strain for both tests was taken as cross head displacement. Flexural tests were
conducted in the three-point bend setup according to ASTM D790 (West Conshohocken, PA, USA).
Flexural test specimens (3 mm × 10 mm × 100 mm) were tested at a compression rate of 5 mm
/min. Uniaxial tensile tests were tested using the type IV dogbone, based on ASTM D638, at an
extension rate of 2 mm/min.
In order to examine the change in mechanical response with respect to temperature, a dynamic
mechanical analysis (DMA) was employed. Thin rectangular samples (~ 30 mm × 5 mm × 0.5 mm),
were tested using a Seiko DMS 200 (SII, Tokyo, Japan). Samples were tested from 25 - 200°C at a
frequency at 1 Hz, and displacement of 10 μm. The entire cycle was repeated, and the second
dynamic cycle was utilized in measuring the storage modulus, loss modulus, and tangent delta of
the material.
In addition to the DMA, a differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was used to investigate other
thermal events within the material. Here, small samples (5-10 mg) were sealed in aluminum sample
pans with lids. Samples were placed in a Perkin-Elmer Hyper DSC (Waltham, MA, USA), and scanned
from 0 to 200°C at a rate of 10 °C/min. The sample was held under an isothermal for 5 min, and
cooled to 0°C at the same rate. Once again, samples were scanned twice, and the second heating
ramp was used in calculating the glass transition temperature (Tg) over the exhibited broad glass
transition.
2.3 Shape Memory Properties
For shape memory polymers, the two most defining characteristics are the shape recovery and
shape fixity ratio. Firstly, the shape recovery defines how effective the polymer part is at recovering
the permanent shape after an applied deformation. Secondly, the measure of how capable the
polymer is at storing a specific deformation is the shape fixity ratio. From an applied stress, and
therefore strain of deformation, the shape fixity ratio can be described by equation (1) and the
shape recovery as described by equation (2):
𝜖𝑝 (𝑁)
𝜖𝑚

(1)

𝜖𝑚 − 𝜖𝑝 (𝑁)
𝜖𝑚 − 𝜖𝑝 (𝑁 − 1)

(2)

𝑅𝑓 =
𝑅𝑟 =

where, ϵm is the maximum strain applied, ϵp is the stress-free recovered strain, and N represents the
cycle number [10].
2.4 Electroplating Process and Antenna Fabrication
The electroplating process of the printed SMP parts was carried by soaking the specimens in a
bath of isopropyl alcohol (240 g) and graphite (1.5 g). After soaking for 24 hours, the parts were
removed and allowed to dry. The desired sections of the 3D printed parts that are intended to be
electroplated are coated with a graphene based conductive ink, purchased from Working Ink, UK
[44]. Finally, the conductive ink-coated SMPs were placed in an electroplating solution to deposit
copper ions on the coated areas. The electroplating solution consisted of 40 g of copper sulfate, 7 g
of H2SO4 (97% by mass), and 200 ml of deionized water. The SMP parts were placed in the
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electroplating bath and connected to a DC power supply at 0.2 Volts for ~2 hour, or until a
continuous layer of copper was deposited on the surface. Figure 1 shows an electroplated spiral on
a 3D printed part. This process allows for the deposition of copper on selected areas. An helical
antenna was subsequently printed and its radiofrequency performance evaluated as a function of
their morphing behavior. Figure 2 displays the printed helical structure that was plated with copper
as the conductive phase.

Figure 1 3D printed parts used on the work for investigating the copper electroplating
process. The as-printed shape memory polymer (left), the conductive coating applied
only to a spiral pattern on the part (middle), and the copper traces after electroplating
the ink (right).

Figure 2 Manufactured 3D printed SMP helical antenna to be electroplated with copper
for using it as a smart antenna.
The conductivity of the electroplated copper was here measured by coating a square section and
subjecting it to a four-point probe test to measure the sheet resistance. The plated parts were
placed on the platform of a Niko Eclipse ME600 inspection microscope. An applied DC current was
driven using a Keithley 2410 SMU between the outer two probes and a voltmeter measured the
voltage difference between the inner two probes. A current of 10-100 mA was applied here [45].
The sheet resistance was then determined using equation (3).
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𝜌𝑠 =

𝑉
4.534 [Ω. sq]
𝐼

(3)

The fabricated antennas were analyzed using a virtual network analyzer (VNA) to elucidate their
S11 parameters under 1-port analysis. An Agilent Technologies (Santa Clara, CA) E5061B virtual
network analyzer was used to examine the antenna in the frequency range of 100 KHz to 3 GHz. All
of the printed antennas were embedded with a 50-ohms coaxial SMA connector to connect the
antenna to the VNA. For comparison, the metal structures of each fabricated antenna were
simulated using Ansys (Canonsburg, PA) HFSS. The modeling used polyethylene as the dielectric
substrate, with a relative permittivity of 2.25, a dielectric loss tangent 0.001, and a mass density of
930 kg/m3.
3. Results and Discussion
The mechanical and rheological properties of the manufactured polymers were evaluated to
characterize their performance under the temporary and permanent shape configurations. A
metallic phase was incorporated into the printed parts and their radiofrequency measured and
simulated following a thermal activation to induce a conformational shape change on the structures.
3.1 Mechanical Properties
The mechanical response of the polymer blends was first examined under uniaxial tensile tests.
It was observed that the incorporation of the elastic resin resulted in a decrease in the ultimate
tensile strength and Young’s modulus for all polymer blends containing more than 20% by mass of
the Elastic resin. As seen in Figure 3, the polymer blend consisting of only 10% by mass elastic resin
exhibited measured values of tensile strength, Young’s modulus, and strain at failure similar to that
of the unmodified Clear resin. Indicating that this polymer blend was governed solely by the clear
resin in the matrix. However, once the mass fraction of the Elastic resin reached a value of 0.2 and
higher, these properties consistently dropped. It was also observed that the incorporation of Elastic
resin in the polymer blend did improve the strain at failure. As seen in Figure 3, the strain at failure
for the polymer blend consisting of 0.4 mass fraction of Elastic resin exhibited a strain at break of
0.15 mm/mm, a value five times higher than the unmodified polymer of 0.03 mm/mm. Overall, this
test indicated the brittle behavior of the Clear resin could be mitigated with an elastic resin at
concentrations above 0.2 mass fraction.
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Figure 3 Mechanical properties of the printed polymers. (a) The ultimate tensile stress
and Young’s modulus of the examined polymer blends under uniaxial conditions. (b) The
strain at break measured for each of the examined blends.
The polymer blends were also examined under flexural conditions in a 3-point bend configuration
and similar observations from the tensile test were observed here. The sample containing only 0.1
mass fraction of the Elastic Resin exhibited a similar flexural strength to the unmodified clear resin.
However, once the mass fraction of the Elastic resin increased above 0.2, the flexural strength
decreased (see Figure 4). The sample containing the highest amount of Elastic resin resulted in a
flexural strength of 23.3 MPa (±0.67 MPa), which was considerable lower than the flexural strength
measured in the neat Clear material of 62.2 MPa (±3.2 MPa).

Figure 4 Flexural strength of each of the modified polymer blends investigated in this
work.
3.2 Thermal Properties
The transition temperature of these polymer blends is an important property if these polymers
are to be exploited as smart actuators or morphing antennas. These polymer blends were first
examined under differential scanning calorimetry. Here, it was found that the Tg of the polymer
blends ranged from 60 to 80°C, with no clear trends distinguishing these polymer blends (as seen in
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Table 1). Other studies have provided Tg values of the same Clear (unmodified) resin in the 53°C to
107.2°C range [26, 46]. The amorphous nature of this material results in a broad glass transition
region, which yields an unreliable glass transition temperature.
Table 1 The glass transition temperatures of the investigated printed polymers
determined by DSC and DMA.
Sample
0E
10E
20E
30E
40E

Tg by DSC (°C)
60.43
84.97
67.35
76.33
80.03

Tg by DMA (°C)
97.50
96.92
93.45
87.62
80.09

To better investigate the mechanical response of the formulated polymer blends with respect to
temperature, dynamical mechanical analysis was used to determine the glass transition
temperature. From the peak of the tangent delta curve, the glass transition temperatures were
determined (see Table 1). It was noted that the polymer blends containing 0 to 0.2 mass fraction of
the Elastic resin by mass exhibited a glass transition temperature within five degrees of the neat
Clear resin (97.5°C). This suggests a degree of miscibility between the two systems on the 0-0.2
Elastomer mass fraction range. However, polymer blends containing 0.3 and 0.4 of the Elastic resin
by mass exhibited a larger difference in the glass transition temperature (> 10°C). Overall, the
polymer blends showed a transition temperature between 80 and 100°C, this glass transition was
useful in determining the temperature used on the shape recovery and temporary deformation of
the morphing structures.
3.3 Morphing Properties
The shape recovery properties were investigated for each of the polymer blends. In this case,
each sample underwent twenty shape recovery cycles in a thermomechanical analyzer. This data
was used to determine the shape fixity and shape recovery ratio by equations (1) and (2)
respectively. Here, it was found that all of the polymer blends exhibited high values of shape
recovery (above 0.95) after the first cycle (see Figure 5). The lower values of shape recovery
examined in the first cycle are attributed to an incomplete cross linkage of the polymer network,
although the curing procedure was based on the supplier’s recommendation. As was the case of
other thermal analysis techniques, the additional heat of the first cycle allows for complete
polymerization and crosslinking of the samples.
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Figure 5 Shape memory properties of the printed polymer mixtures. (a) The shape
recovery ratios. (b) The shape fixity ratio.
The figure also shows that all the examined polymer blends containing the Elastic resin exhibited
an excellent shape recovery and shape fixity properties. However, it was observed that the
unmodified polymer blend of Clear (0E) resin exhibited an inferior shape fixity ratio (0.78-0.8) when
compared to the remaining polymer blends. It is widely known that the hard and soft segments in
SMPs above and below the switching temperature contribute to the shape fixity phenomena.
Indeed, it is well known that the soft segment phase is related to the shape fixity of SMPs, while the
hard segment phase greatly affects the shape recovery [47]. The temporary shape is commonly fixed
by the hardening of the soft segments, since this phase provides the restriction against relaxation
of the stretched/deformed system [47]. Thus, the lack of soft segments provided by the elastomer
resin, resulted in an inferior fixity performance.
Overall, the thermal, rheological and mechanical results suggest that the modified polymer
blends exhibited consistent shape recovery and shape fixity and are attractive candidates for
actuating applications.
From these analyses, it was clear that the addition of elastic resin mitigated the brittleness of the
polymer blends while retaining the shape memory properties inherent to the Clear resin. However,
the printability of each polymer blend was inconsistent due to the lack of adjustability of the printing
parameters on the Form 2 printer. Polymer blends containing a mass fraction of 0.3 and 0.4 Elastic
resin showed a higher occurrence of print defects, and print failures in the manufacturing process.
As such, the blend of 0.2 mass fraction Elastic resin was chosen as the superior candidate for further
investigation on the antenna designs. This polymer blend exhibited a high shape recovery (0.99 after
twenty cycles), a distinct glassy behavior at room temperature (Young’s Modulus of 1.71 GPa), a
strain at failure three times higher than the unmodified polymer, and acceptable printability and
processing features.
3.4 Functional Metallized 3D Printed Structures
The printed resin based on the 0.2 Mass fraction of Elastic resin was subjected to an
electroplating process. The quality of the attached copper onto the printed substrates was observed
under an optical and SEM microscopy. Figure 6 shows the coated and uncoated printed parts, where
it can be observed the smooth covering of copper and the coalescence of metallic particles to yield
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a conductive system. It was found that the coated parts exhibited a sheet resistance of 0.2845 Ω/sq
determined via four-point probe analysis.

Figure 6 Optical and SEM observation of the printed resins following an electroplating
copper process. Included in the figure is the plain resin as reference.
The SEM was utilized to investigate the copper coating, and determine the sheet thickness of the
plated region, and upon examination of the cross-sectional sample, it was found that the thickness
of the copper plating was ~1 μm. This resulted in a bulk resistivity of 2.845 × 10-7 Ω·m for the copper
plating, compared to the bulk resistivity for pure copper, which is 1.7 × 10-8 Ω·m; a value
commensurable to other recent works [48, 49].
To examine the functionality of the printed antenna, the helical antenna was examined using a
virtual network analyzer. The antenna was adhered to a coaxial connector and fabricated using a
flat sheet of copper as the ground plane. Here, the part was heated above its Tg (using boiling water
- 100°C), and once the SMP entered into its rubbery state, the antenna was deformed to yield an
extended spiral. At this point, the part was cooled while keeping it stretched. Once at room
temperature, its radiofrequency was tested. A subsequent heating step was used, which resulted in
the antenna recovering its compressed permanent state. After allowing it to reach room
temperature, its radiofrequency was again evaluated. In practical cases, the activation of the SMP
system could be carried out by incorporating D-shape optical fibers capable of providing near
infrared light to activate the SMP as shown by Herath et al [50]. An alternative activation process
on more realistic sceneries could be integration of diminutive thermo vascular arrays to induce
activation. In either case, the incorporation of a thermal or a photo-thermal source element needs
to be incorporated in the electromagnetic modeling of the antenna to ensure the design of the
system is adjusted accordingly to provide the desired performance.
The helical antenna was simulated and compared to the measured S11 parameters. The antenna
is modeled as a bulk copper surface, 30 micrometers thick surrounding a dielectric core. Though the
thickness of the conductive coating in the simulation is several skin depths for bulk copper at 1.5
GHz, significant inaccuracy in resonant frequency was not observed in the temporary part geometry
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of Figure 7a. The figure also shows the antenna under the permanent conformal stage (Figure 7b).
A narrowing of the resonance peak was observed at 1.6 GHz and a more uniform rejection was
observed below 1.5 GHz. Inaccuracy in the return loss of the fixed antenna of Figure 7b can be
attributed to slight variations in the geometry of the simulation relative to the final part. This can
cause a mismatch in the attenuation of the current distribution at the feed point between the
simulated and tested cases. Included in Figure 7 is the shape recovery ratio of the manufactured
antenna after being subjected to several adaptive cycles following the aforementioned thermomechanical process. The figure shows that less than 1% of the shape memory effect has been lost
after 60 cycles. Here, two specific locations were selected on the antenna, and using a digital caliper,
the shape recovery was evaluated. It seems that some small deviations were encountered during
the measuring process, which resulted in some reading discrepancies. However, the overall trend
of the system appears to show a relatively constant structural recovery on the number of cycles
here investigated.

Figure 7 3D printed shape memory polymer coated in copper, (a) the helix with a total
axial length of 100 mm, (b) a total axial length of 40 mm. The S11 parameter plots
obtained from the use of the VNA are shown below each helical antenna. Included in
the figure is the shape recovery of the antenna after being subjected to several
morphing cycles.
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It is worth noticing that although relatively long endurance studies have been performed on
SMPs [51], an extensive and comprehensive cycle-analysis on the smart 4D printed electroplated
parts needs to be further investigated to expand the understand the polymer degradation
mechanisms due to thermal and UV-Vis effects as well as potential interfacial and endurance
features on the metal phase due to fatigue conditions. These detrimental mechanisms can
deteriorate the structural configuration of the system and the conductivity of the antenna, which
would result in a low electromagnetic performance.
4. Conclusion
This research paper investigated the use of a photopolymerization technique to manufacture
shape memory polymer systems as the structures of morphing antennas based on a mixture of Clear
and Elastic resins. The printed parts were mechanically, thermally and rehologically characterized
to evaluate the effect of their different blending resin ratios. All polymer blends consisting of more
than 20% by mass of Elastic resin exhibited a consistent decrease in tensile and flexural strength,
but showed an increase in the strain at break. Out of the four polymer blend resins investigated, the
0.2 mass fraction of Elastic was chosen for the antenna design based on its mechanical performance.
This blend showed good printability and processability features, as well as a high shape recovery
ratio (0.99 after twenty cycles), and a strain at failure three times higher than the unmodified
polymer. The printed morphing parts were designed as a helical configuration. These antennas were
copper plated, resulting in structures with a bulk resistivity on the copper of 2.845 × 10-7 Ω·m. The
electroplated process was examined via four-point probe analysis, resulting in a sheet resistance of
0.2845 Ω/sq. The radiofrequency of the helical antenna was evaluated in a VNA unit and simulated
using the HFSS Ansys software. The modeling appeared to follow the actual electromagnetic profile
recorded by the VNA testing, suggesting that pre-selected design can be simulated in the future for
targeting specific radiofrequency responses. The ability to modulate return loss via antenna
deformation can be manifested for many different geometries. This new flexibility in antenna design
may find application for passive remote sensing or in communications applications. This work has
shown that the change in configuration in the lightweight polymeric based morphing antennas
results in a unique electromagnetic response, a feature of interest to the communications field
where multi-frequencies signals are required.
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